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JONCKERS DASHBOARD
What is Jonckers Dashboard?
JONCKERS Dashboard is a web application that translates customer business
critical information into intuitive pivot charts and KPIs. Jonckers Dashboard enables our customers to have 360° business insight on the status of their projects
and accounts. It also serves as a reference for future business decisions.

How it works
Customers can review and filter business statistics such as; how many words are
completed per language, per division, per period, per service etc. With quote and
quality data incorporated, Jonckers Dashboard can also provide KPIs to cover
quarterly spent, quality score, cost saving through TM or MT etc.
Jonckers provides Client Dashboard in two ways
•

As a standalone web application of https://dashboard.jonckers.com
Standalone dashboards use production tracking spreadsheets as the data
source and can be customized to present specific KPIs. The data sources
are usually updated on a weekly basis.

•

As an integrated module in WordsOnline
WordsOnline dashboard is built from the production data stored in our
cloud database. It starts with a set of most frequently used KPIs that are
applicable for most customers, and can be customized per client request.
WordsOnline dashboard provides real-time data updates from cloud
database.
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The Sales Statement
JONCKERS Dashboard provides a 360° view of projects so the clients can easily
stay on top of status, analyze KPIs, tracking progress in real time. Status
reporting, KPIs tracking, and statistics analyzing can never be easier.
Customizable KPIs give customers a clear business insights with respect to the status of their projects and serve as a reference for their business decision.
Key Values
•
Smart business intelligence.
•
Business & operational KPI’s.
•
Secured environment.
•
Data sets applicable to third-parties as well.
The Unique Selling Proposition (USP)
JONCKERSDashboard- real time and 360° view of key data at a glance.
Customizable on demand.

